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INTRODUCTION 
The Eleventh Conference on Stochastic Processes and Their Applications was 
held at the Universite de Clermont-Ferrand II in Clermont-Ferrand, France, over 
the period 28 June-2 July 1982. The Conference was organized under the auspices 
of the Committee for Conferences on Stochastic Processes of the ISI’s Bernoulli 
Society for Mathematical Statistics and Probability. 
The Conference was attended by 192 scientists coming from France (77), U.S.A. 
(23), West Germany (20), Sweden (11), The Netherlands i 1 l), Canada (lo), Great 
Britain (9) and several other countries. 
The scientific program consisted of 15 invited papers and 65 contributed papers. 
The following are the abstracts of the papers presented. For papers whose abstracts 
were not received, or did not conform to the suggested format, only the titles and 
the authors are listed, and they are marked with an asterisk. 
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f. INVITED PAPERS 
Some Simple Observations about the Malliavin Cafculus 
K. Bichteler, University of Texas at Austin, TX 
The solution to a stochastic differential equation depends smoothly on para- 
meters, in the sense of Sp. This together with Girsanov’s theorem yields smoothness 
of the transition function of the solution via simple computation rather easily. 
Stochastic Control with Noisy Observations 
M.H.A. Davis, Imperial College, London, Unired Kingdom 
This paper concerns controi of continuous-time stochastic systems where only 
noise-corrupted measurements of the state variables are available to the controller. 
This situation involves filtering: in an essential way since the true ‘state’ of such a 
system is the corlditional distrihtion of its original state variables given the observa- 
tioqcl. Some recent approaches to such problems will be outlined. In general the 
problems arc very complicated, but there are special cases, important in operations 
rcscarch, where the ‘unobserved part’ of the system is unaffected by control action, 
and this leads to substantial simplifications. Some examples will be given. 
Limit Theorems for Measure-Valued Processes 
D.A. Dawson, C’dmrr Utliccrsit!*, Ottarcqa, Canada 
We first describe a measure-valued stochastic ditfusion process which arises from 
a stochastic model of a spatially distributed system of particles. We then consider 
the transformation of this process under a change of time and spatial scales. Finally, 
WC dctcrminc the asymptotic behavior of the system under such resealings and 
present the resulting limit theorems. 
.Markov Fields and Z-Parameter Martingaies 
H. Fiillmer, Marhcmatik, ETH-Zentmw, Zurich, Swit,-erlund 
i’hc title rcfcrs !c, Iwo veiny active developments in the theory of ‘spatially’ indexed 
4t:)ch:tstic proccsscs. So far there has not beep much interaction betwee. thes’e two 
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areas: one reason is that most results on two-parameter martingales rely on 
assumptions of conditional independence which are typically not satisfied by Markov 
random fields. In order to illustrate the possibiiity oi going beyond this restriction, 
we derive an almost sure convergence theorem for two-parameter martingales with 
respect to the u-fields g,enerated by a Markov random field. The assumptions are 
related to Dobrushin’s uniqueness condition, and the proof uses a suitable variant 
of Dobrushin’s contraction technique. This variant leads also to new covariance 
estimates which improve recent results of L. Gross on the exponential decay of 
correlations. 
Martingale Characterization of Probability Measures and Weak Convergence 
B. Grigelionis, Instituk of Mathematics and Cybernetics. Vilnius, U.S.S.R. 
The efficiency of weak convergence conditions of the sequences of probability 
measures on metric spaces depends strongly on used criteria for the relative 
compactness and for the characterization of the limiting measure. The aim of this 
Iecture is a review of some general results on weak convergence of probability 
measures based on the martingale characterization of the limiting points. 
We shall consider a Polish space (2, :B(2’)) with the definite fiitration iw = 
{&,, t 2 0) of a-subalgebras and a sequence of probability measures PY.,, = P,, c X,, I, 
n 3 1, where X,, are random elements defined on the probability spaces (R,,, 9,,, P,,) 
with the filtrations IF ,1 = (9,11, I SO} and taking values in 3, n 3 1. The limiting 
measure p on ./n (J27) is characterized by the fixed values on & and the assumption 
that some family of functionals {M:(x), t 3 0, x E %‘, i E I) are (n%, p )-local martin- 
gales. The conditions of weak convergence are formulated in the terms of this family 
and the corresponding families of (P,,, IF,,)-local martingales {M:““‘, t 2 0, i E I}. 
n 21. 
As an illustration the weak convergence conditions of semimartingalcs and point 
processes will be considered in the terms of their predictable chara&eristicc . 
Random Walk Applications from Statistical Physics 
C.C. Heyde, CSIRU-Dicision of Marhematics arzd Sfatisrics, Cartberra, Australia 
This talk will provide a survey of new developments on various random walk 
problems in statistical physics particulary those related to transport phenomena 
emphasis will be given to asymptotic results the use of modern probabilistic 
techniques and to important unsolved problems. 
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Statistical Applicatioris of the Theory of Martingales on Point Processes 
Niels Keiding, Stutistical Research Utiit, Danish Medical and Social Science 
Research Councils 
The multiplicative intensity model for multivariate counting processes was 
formulated by 0.0. Aalen in 1978. It was here assumed that the compensator is 
absolutely continuous and that the derivative factorizes into a product of an 
observable process and an unknown deterministic intensity to be estimated. The 
theory of martingales and stochastic integrals was used to study the properties of 
a naturaij nonparametric estimator of the integrated intensity. This paper surveys 
recent developments in this theory such as one- and k-sample tests and regression 
analysis. In connection with the second topic, attention is drawn to recent attempts 
to extend the multiplicative intensity model to allow for direct maximum likelihood 
estimation. 
The issues important for biostatistical applications are emphasized. The more 
general comment is made that this area is a prime example of direct practical 
application of an area of pure mathematics which was recently developed without 
specific applications in mind. On the other hand the experience also indicates that 
close crmtact with concrete applied-statistical consulting activity is necessary for 
deriving interesting statistical theory. 
Critical Phenomena for Reversible Nearest Particle Systems 
Thomas M.. Liggett. Urkvrsit~ of Californicr, Los Angeles, CA 
Suppose! 6 (I, r ) is a nonnegative function defined for positive integers 1 and r. 
The nearest particle system corresponding to PC,, r) is the Markov process on the 
set of all subsets of the integers which has the following dynamics: 
,4 --, A j(s) at rate 1 for each s E A 
and A ---f A U {s} at rate p (I, (A), r,. (A 1) for each JI & A. Here 1, (A ) and r,v(A 1 are the 
distances from .K tc> the nearest particle in A to its left and right, respectively. The 
much studied contact process is the special case obtained by taking /3(1, 1) = 2h, 
fill, 1) =Ptl.r~=A. and p(!,r)=O if I, r 222. Nearest particle systems were intro- 
duced in 1977 by Spitzer, who obtained necessary and sufficient conditions on 
@iI. r) for the process to have a reversible invariant measure. These reversible 
measures turned out always to be renewal measures. After giving a brief summary 
of the relevant portion of the theory of the contact process, which will serve as 
part of our motivation, we will consider one parameter families of reversible nearest 
particle sysicms with birth rates of the form 
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where f is a positive logarithmically convex function. There are two particularly 
interesting initial configurations for the process: all the integers, and the sirlgleton 
(0). This gives rise to what we will call the infinite and finite systems, respectively. 
Among the questions we will discuss in the talk are (a) What are the critical values 
for the finite and infinite systems? (b) How do the asymptotic properties of the 
finite and infinite critical systems compare? (c) How does the asymptotic behavior 
of the finite system depend on A near the critical value? (d) Are there extremal 
invariant measures for the infinite system other than the pointmass on 0 and the 
reversible renewal measure (when it exists)? The answers to these questions suggest 
important problems and conjectures for nonreversible nearest particle systems, 
most of which are open even in the case of the contact process. 
Brownian Local Time on Square Root Boundaries and Slow Points of the 
Brownian Path 
Edwin Perkins, Urziuersiry of Brirish Columbia, Vancouuer, Canann 
By counting the number of times a random walk crosses a square root boundary 
and then taking weak limits one obtains a ‘local time’ whose inverse is a stable 
subordinator of known index. During the level stretches of this local time the 
‘excursions’ of the Brownian path remain inside fcJt E lundaries. This construc- 
tion leads to some conditioned invariance principals for random walk and to some 
very precise information about the slow points of the Brtrwnian path. (Work done 
jointly with P.E. Greenwood. j 
Caracterisalion des Processus P-Stables Fortement Stationnaires 
A Trajectoires Continues 
G. Pisier, Universite' Paris VI, Paris, France 
Le thCor&me de Dudley (67) et Fernique (73) donne une condition n&cssaire 
et suffisante pour la continuiti p.s. des trajectoires d’un processus gaussien station- 
naire. Dans ie cas p-stable t 1 < p < 21 on peut g&t&aliser ce thior2me pour des 
processus p-stables fortement stationnaires, par exemple pour des st5ies de Fourier 
&atoires de la forme: 
x a,#, (0 ) e”“ 
II E e 
oti (H,l),,,p est une suite de v-a. p-stables inddpendantes, 6quidistribu6erI. 
Plusieurs r&sultats gaussiens (par exemple le lemme de Slepian) admettcnt 
des g&Zralisations p-stables, contrairement i?~ ce que 1’011 pouvait penser jusqu’h 
prbent, au vu de certains exemples. 
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L’exposk mentionnera aussi certaines application g l’analyse harmonique de ces 
r&l tats. 
General Nonlinear Models in Time Series Analysis 
M.B. Priestley, University of Manchester Inshte of Science and 
Technology, England 
In this paper we describe a general class of nonlinear time series models called 
‘state-dependent models’ (SDM). The basic structural properties of these models 
were discussed by Priestley (1980, 1982), and the essential idea underlying their 
construction is that any general non-linear model which possesses some basic 
‘smoothness’ properties may be described by a locally linearizarion of the form 
x,+&,(& ,1x, I+- -'+4k(& 1)x, k 
=pLr, ,)+F,+&,(x, lk, I+“‘+&(x, Ik, I, 
whcrcx, , =(X, l.. . .,A’, 
ai non-linear models so far studied, namely, the bilinear, threshold 
autoregressive. and exponential autoregressive models. Procedures for estimating 
the functionai forms of the model parameters (based on the extended Kalman filter) 
wili be described and illustrated by applications to various data sets, 
References 
X.1.R. Priestley. State-dependent models: A ~enoral approach to non-linear time series analysis, J. Time 
Sews Anal. 1 I 1YXI)) 47-7 1. 
X1.H PriestIcy. On the fitting of general non-linear time series models. in: O.D. Anderson. ed.. Time 
Scrics Analysis: 1 heory and Practice I (Xorth-Holland. Amsterdanl, 1982 I pp. 7 17-73 1. 
Gcandes Deviations et Dynamique des Populations 
C_. Ruget, UnicersitE’ de Paris-Srcd, Paris, France 
On dr9nne dsux applications trPs diffkrenies des techniques de grandes deviations 
;I I’Ctutic de I’CcoIution de populations. 
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Dans la premiere, pour une population de taille fixee-nommement un modele 
d’Ising sur un grand tore, dont les spins interagissent via un potentiel de Kac-on 
Ctudie un evenement rare, la nucleation, qui est le passage d’une phase metastable 
& une phase stable; on met en evidence une bifurcation suivant la taille du tore, 
et on decrit les noyaux autour desquels e propage le changement de phase. 
La deuxieme application concerne le comportement ‘presque stir’ d’un processus 
de branchement spatial inhomogene t dont la lob prend en compte un phen~omene 
de saturation; on s’interesse surtout & une population comportant plusieurs types 
d’individus, dont l’evolution est couplee $ celle d’un substract regi par une equation 
parabolique. On montre sur un exemple comment on peut, g la limite des temps 
grands, esperer une description presque aussi simple que celle donnee par Biggins 
dans le cas homogene, lineaire, monotype. 
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2, CONTRIBUTED PAPERS 
2.1. Asymptotic properties of Markov processes 
Let R,, 12 0 be a one-dimensional Markov process with R. > 0. We are interested 
in the time of ruin, i.e. a time T for which R, first becomes negative. The main 
concern to us is the probability of eventual ruin Q+(K) = B(T < a~ 1 R. = x ). In this 
note we consider the use of martingales in studying $(x ). Using the stopped process 
R, ,. 7 it can be proved that either $(x ) = 1 or E($(RT)jT=m)=O. Let now tr be 
a nonnegative, nonincreasing real function vanishing at -fm, such that u (R,,,T) is a 
martingale with respect to the family of sigma-algebras generated by R,, s s I. Then 
it can bc showed that if 115(x ) > 0 for all finite x then 
ll/(~j”~‘(~~(E(c!(R~-jjT<~)) ‘. 
This formula has been presented in special cases before by Harrison [2] and 
(iether [ 1 ), 
References 
i I j !!.!I. (iurhcr. Martingales in risk lheory, Mitteilungen der Vereinigung Schweizerischer Ver- 
&hcrungsmatema~iker 73 I 1973,. 
/? I J.M. Harrbn. Ruin problems with compounding assets. Stochastic Processes and Their Applications 
5 1 I’J77U. 
Eogodic theorems for Subadditive Superstationary Families of Convex Compact 
Random Sets 
Klaus Schiirger. Chicersity of Bonn, Federal Republic of Gmnnn~ 
We consider certain random set analogues of some recent ergodic theorems due 
to Kingman [SJ, Krengel [6] and Abid [l]. These results extend, in a way, certain 
results due to Artstein and Vitale [2] and Hess [3f. Let ‘6 denote the family of all 
nonvoid compact subsets of I& and let co ‘6 denote all convex sets in %. Let p be 
the Hausdorff metric on ,(. A random set is a measurable mapping Y of some 
probability space (0, .d, Pi into the Polish space (‘6, p 1. We study families X = CX,.,) 
rrhe index set being I - ((s, I 1: 0~s < I, s, I integers)) of ‘tr -valued random sets, 
which are subadditive (i.e. we have X,., c X,,, +X,,., whenever is, 14 ), (~4, t)E I) and 
superstationary. In order to explain the concept of superstationarity, conceive X 
a~ a random element of the partially ordered Polish space 51 = l’gN )” (see Kamae, 
Krcngel and O’Brien f43 and Abid Cl)). Let T denote the ‘shift’ in 9 (see Abid 
1 jr. Let C?, denote the distribution of T’X (i 2 0). Then X is called superstationary 
if 0s is c;tochastically smaller than Q,, (see 141). It is then shown that if X is a 
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subadditive superstationary family of co %-valued random sets satisfying certain 
integrability conditions, lim,.,, fl/t>X(,,, = Y exists a.e. in (‘6, p) and in the mean. 
Conditions are ,given which ensure that Y is constant. An example shows that the 
above mentioned results will, in general, not hold if the random sets involved are 
compact but not convex. 
References 
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Extreme Values of Markov Chains of Finite Rank 
A.H. Hoekstra and F.W. Steutel, Eindhoven University of Technology. Eindhocerr, 
TAe Netherlands 
We consider Markov chains X0, X1, . . . with transition probability 
as introduced by Runnenburg, and studied more closely in [I]. The n-step transition 
probabilities take the form (in vector notation) 
P’“‘(E (x)=a’(x)C”-k(E), 
where C is a constant r x r matrix somewhat like a transition matrix. Thins Markov 
chain can be analysed, almost as easily as a 
eigenvaluems and eigenvectors. 
If F,(y /JC)=f’(maX(.Xi,. . . ,&)sy /xo’X), 
F,,(yI.r)=a’(.T)Cn~lbP~y), 
finite Markov chain, in terms of 
then F, has the representation 
where C(y) is a r xr matrix with C(y)+C as y +a~. It turns out that, in the 
irreducible case and for y sufficiently large, 
F,(y ].+-h,“(y), (1) 
where h(y) is the dominant eigenvalue of C(y). From (1) one proceeds as in the 
independent case. 
Reference 
[I] J.Th. Runnenburg and F.W. Steutel, On Markov chains the transition function of which is a finite 
sum of products of functions of one variable, Math. Centre Report S 304 (Math. Centre Amsterdam. 
1962, (abstract in Ann. Math. Statist, 33 (1962) 1483-1481). 
.?.Z. Applicntims to physks 
Shape and Duration of FM-Clicks 
Gtzorg Lindgren, Utzioersify of Lund, Slcvedctl 
Noise in FM-receivers can cause the phase of a complex valued wave-form to 
increase rapidiy by an amount 23~. A phase detector represents such a change by 
an impulse or click which distorts the output signal. The stochastic properties of 
such clicks in unmodulated carrier plus noise is studied in terms of the conditional 
behavior of stationary Gaust;ian processes after level crossings. As the carrier-to- 
noise power ratio tends to infinity the normalized shape of a positive FM-click is 
shown to approach the rational function 
<_?lc’ + P/Z, ..- __ -;__-_ .--ii 
I 4 +f’/2+[,0- ti’ir- 
where 6, 6,. iz are random coefficients (having exponential, normal, and Rayleigh 
distributionsI taking differem values for each click. The outcomes of this random 
function illustrate the typicai click shapes that have been observed experimentally. 
The distribution of the duration of clicks is also derived and shown to be very 
similar to a Maxwell distribution, although of smaller order For large durations. 
Equivalence des Ensembles en !Hecanique Statistique sur un Reseau 
.Cfarc Piriot. I’nir-usdi & I’Etar ci Monr. From-c> 
1.;1 thtlnric dcs fonctions convexes conjugukes est utiliske pour expliquer de faGon 
:d-n<rzlc ia ncrti~~n d’tiquit,alc*nce des ensembles en mbcanique statistique sur un 
r&L’*E11 
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On constate tout d’abord que la pression et I’entropie sont, au signe pres, des 
fonctions convexes conjuguees. De ce fait il resulte que les etats donnant une 
energie moyenne fixee a une famille quelconque de potentiels et minimisant une 
fonction ‘energie libre’ gtneralisee sont des etats d’equilibre. Mathematiquement, 
cela revient 21 montrer que la conjuguee ‘partielle’ de la pression sur un sous espace 
de l’espace des interactions est reliee B l’entropie par un principe variationnel. 
11 en decoule une serie de consequences physiques qui peuvent servir a tclaircir 
certains usages des physiciens: une formulation precise de l’equivalence des 
ensembles, l’obtention naturelle de potentiels thermodynamiques (du type Cnergie 
libre) presentant un palier (sans devoir faire appel a la regle des aires &gales de 
Maxwell), ainsi qu’une version de la loi des phases de Gibbs. 
Boundary Values and the Regularity of the Semimartingale Valued Random Fields 
A.S. Ustunel, 2, Bd. Auguste Blanqui, Paris 75013, France 
First we give a general result for checking the existence of the C”-flows associated 
to the semimartingale-valued random fields. The next result is the following: Any 
distribution-valued S-semimartingale can be represented as the boundary value of 
an analytic semimartingale. Finally using the representation of the distributions as 
the boundary values of analytic functions and Ito-Tanaka’s formula we find the 
solutions of a Schrijdinger type equation with reflection for a large class of distribu- 
tions as initial condition. 
2.3. Gaussian processes 
Prediction of Stable Processes: Harmonizability and Moving Averages 
S. Cambanis and R. Soltani, University of North Carolina, NC 
The stationary Gaussian processes are Fourier transforms of Gaussian processes 
with independent increments; and the purely nondeterministic stationary Gaussian 
processes are moving averages of Brownian motion. The case of stable processes 
turns out to be more rich and more complex. We show that the Fourier transforms 
of stable processes with independent increments form a class of processes distinct 
Srom the moving averages of stable motion. For the latter c.l~.s the prediction 
problem is relatively simple. The problem of prediction for the class of stationary 
stable processes that are Fourier transforms of processes with independent stable 
increments is discussed, and the algorithm for the best linear predictor is given in 
rhe discrete-time case. 
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An Extended Dichotomy Theorem for Sequences ef Pairs of Gaussian Measures 
G.K. Eagleson, CSIRO Dioisicw of ikfathematics and Statistics, Sydney, Australia 
A dichotomy for sequences of pairs of Gaussian measures is proved. This result 
is then used to give a simple proof of the famous equivalence/singularity dichotomy 
for Gaussian processes. The proof uses tightness a.rguments and can be directly 
applied to the theory of hypothesis testing to show that two sequences of simple 
hypotheses which specify Gaussian measures are either contiguous or entirely 
separable. 
Extension dans I’Espace de GSIUSS du Theoreme de H. Brunn (1887) 
Antoine Ehrhard, I.R.M.A., Svasbourg, France 
Soierlt X un vecteur gaussien 2 valeurs dans un espace vectoriei mesurable 
(I:, I? I, J une fonction convexe mesurable de E darts II2 et N une \-ariable alkatoire 
gaussiennc rt:clle: si f* est la fonction dkcroissante sur R telle que f*(N) ait m&me 
loi que JrX P alors /* est convexe. Cet &on&. g&Cralise B I’espace de Gauss un 
th&orkme de H.A. Schwarz, H. Brunn et H Minkowski. L’exposC aura pour but 
de justifier cette extension et de I‘illustrer par des applications 5 l’kquation de la 
chaleur.. 
Vecteurs Aleatoires Gaussiens daus les Espaces de Banach Reguliers 
X. Fcrnique, ihiwrsitk Louis Pasteur, Strasbourg, France 
On caractkrise les vecteurs akatoires gaussiens & valeurs dans les espaces de 
Banach E B norme deux fois f.aiblement dirivable, la d&-iv&e seconde {D’(u 1, II E E} 
titant born& sur le hord de I;I boule unit6 de E: 011 obtient dans ces conditions: 
Th~or~me. Soir 1’ IUW f~mx’on Jr type positif cowintre sw E’ x E’, alors les trois 
proprii+s srtirun tes sont tiqrtiualen tes : 
pi s /‘est lu cocariartcre d’un cectenr gaussiell X ti ryakrrrs dam E, 
aiio ii r.Gtc UIIC dkmrtpositior~ 2: 6, . b,, Lie l- tc*llc qm 
\3 gh, j’ < ix3, 
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Mesures Majorantes et Theoreme Limites Dans co 
B. Heinkel, Wnhersite de Strasbourg, France 
On Ctudie le thkorkme central-limite et la loi du logarithme it& pour une 
variable alkatbire X B valeurs dans co. La mCthode de dkmonstration consiste A se 
ramener B la m&me propriCt6 lirnite dans (C[O, I], II.Ilrn) pour une variable Y 
associce & X de fac;on adequate. A cette variable aleatoire Y on applique la 
methode des mesures majorantes. 
Bounded Law of the Iterated Logarithm for the Weighted Empirical Distribution 
Process in the Non4.i.d. Case 
8. Marcus, Texas A & M University, TX 
In this joint work with J. Zinn the following theorem is obtained: 
Theorem. Let q(t), t > 0 be a nonclegatiue, nondecreasing, ieft conrinliow function 
lt-ith right hand limits. Let (Xk} be a sequence of nonne’gatioe, independent random 
:ariahies and let {Ed) be a Rademacher sequence, independent of (Xk}. Let 
&(t)= ~'(t)(~[,,,,,-&Xk Sf)), s,, = f FkY(Xk), S,,(f)= 
k -I k .- I 
ket (b,,] be an itzcreasing sequence of positive nzrmbers with lim,, +3;1 h,,= 00 and asswnc 
ri1ar 
fw some A > 0. Furthermore, asszdme that 
Iim sup sup .!j,‘P(t) i PiXk >r)c6A. 
” V’tr) ~XAh, k .- 1 
lim sup 
sup, .I) Is,, (f 11 
b < 104A a.s. 
n I* 
(21 
(3) 
Condition (3) is essentially nn,cessary for (3) and in the standard theI,rcms that 
9ve (1) (i.e. Kolmcgorov’s theorem, etc. . . .), It is easily verified. The theorem is 
I-,:nved using symmetrization, a familiar technique in the study of probability on 
~3 anach space. 
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The Rate of Convergence of Extremes of Stationary Normal Sequences 
Holger Root&n, Wnicersity of Copenhagen, Denmark 
Ler (&;I - l,2,...) b (: a stationary normal sequence with zero means, unit 
variances, and covarianccs r, = E&&+,, let {i,} be independent and standard normal, 
and write M, = maxI - ,-. ,, (,, fin = maxI -: r..n i,. In this talk we give bounds on IP(M, c 
II I- P&,, 6 u)] which are roughly of the order n -‘( 1 -,Y )( 1 +&I )-I, where p is the 
maximal correlation, p = sup{% f I, r2, . . .). It is further showi1 that, at least for 
111 -dependent sequences, the hounds are of the right order and, in a simple example, 
the errors are evaluated numerically. Bounds of the same order on the rate of 
convergence of the point processes of exceedances of one or several levels are 
obtained using a *representation’ approach (which seems to be of rather wide 
applicahilily,. AS+ corollaries we obtain rates of convergence of several functionals 
of the point processes. including the joint distribution function of the k largest 
values amongst C I, , . . , E,,. 
Comparaison des Mesures ‘lCaussiennes’ Sur I’Espace Projectif 
( ;. bycr. Utker.~itC; de Clennon~ II, France 
Soit P(Er I’espace projectif d’un espacc vectoriel E (de dimension infinies). p 
ct I- dew mcsures paussiennes sur E, G et v’ leurs images canoniques sur WE 1. 
On montre que si k et G ne sont pas &rang&es, il existe une homothktie h de E 
tcllc quc Irip 1 soit 6quivalente a 11. Quelques propriktCs d’une moyenne 
M 1 I1 , . . , . u., I apparaissant dans Its calculs sent rassembl6es. 
Ensembles P,olaires de Processus Gaussiens 
54. Weher. L;ttiwrsirc; de Slrasriorrrg, France 
Soit S un processus gaussien normalisi B valeurs dans R“ ti composantes 
inJCpcndantcs de mt?me loi et B trajectoires continues; wit K un compact de R”. 
On titudic It3 conditions sous Iesquellcs K est polaire rclativement B X. 
Infinite-Dimensional Diffusions from the It8 Point of View 
Thomas !?ar!h. C,‘rriwrs.kGr Essatt. BRD 
~ZII attempt is made to understand the motion of an infinite interacting particle 
%\\tcrn it\ ;1 diffusion in the ~nse of Iti,. i.c. as the solrltion of a stochastic ditferential 
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equation with state space 53’ where I iis a countable index set. The space [w’ is 
considered as the union of Banach spaces& = {X : ~iGlaixf <al} with weights ai 1 I). 
For any E, the stochastic integral with respect to a system (W’i)iE, of independent 
one-dimensional Btownizn motions is defined independently of the weights: it is 
the same in any EB SE,. Thus the notion of a solution ,f a stochastic differential 
equation is independent of the spaces E,. An It6 formula is derived, and an exisicnce 
and uniqueness theorem for solutions is proved under one-sided conditions for the 
drift, a monotonicity and a linear growth condition. 
This framework is sufficiently large to include interesting examples. The con- 
tinuous spin model on the lattice I = Z” of Doss-Royer satisfies the hypotheses of 
our theorem, and the motion can be constructed directly by stochastic differential 
equation methods. 
Identification de Modiles de Skies Chronologiques Fondie SW la Loi du 
Logarithme It&C pour les Rapports de Vraisemblance. Etude Non Asymptotique 
%Ialek Bouaziz et Bernard Prum 
L’ajustement d’un modele paramitrique (ARMA, par exemple) a une s&ie 
<hronologique pose le problkme de la d&&ion de la taille du mod&le (type de 
I’.ARMA, par exemple). Pour diverses raisons, par*mi lesquelles pr@domine la 
Jitiicult6 du choix des niveaux dans un test multiple [2,3], Akaike [l] a proposi 
tine dimarche dans laquelle s’effectuent simultangment l’identification du modkle 
et I’estimation des paramtitres. Cette dkmarche se fonde sur la pknalisation de la 
I,,c-vraiscmblance d’un modkle par une fonction croissante du nombre de para- 
T&es de ce modkle. Elle s’Ctend d’ailleurs & bien d’autres Jomaincs que les siries 
: hronologiques. 
Suivant cette idCe, nous nous placons d’abord d’un point de vue asymptotiquc: 
+JUS calculons la vitesse de convergence des rapports de vraisemblance de processus 
<aussiens, appliquant pour cela & certaines formes quadratiques un principe fonc- 
?lonnel de la lo; du logarithme i&6. 
Degageant un cadre formel d’estimation ensembliste adapti au probl&e, nous 
;ilsrchons quelles conditions doit satisfaire ia pCnalisation de la Log-vraisemblance 
T!Jur que I’on kcarte les modeles ‘sous-vraisemblables’ et ‘sur-vraisemblahles’. On 
2 2 dkduit des estimateurs fortement consistants du modkle minimal, amc2liorant let; 
_stlmateurs non consistants de [l], et gCniralisant les procCdures de [4, S]. 
Yous etudions ensuite la validit de ces rlsultats pour des 6chantillons de taille 
,ric. cc qui nous sam&ne ti des problkmes de tests entre modele. L’6tude es1 
,_,ekelopp6e dans certains exemples d’ARMA. 
References 
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Estimation in Multitype Brunching Processes 
J.P. Dion and K. Nanthi, Universite’du Qutfbec h Montrial, Canada 
In this paper we consider a positively regular multitype Galton-Watson process, 
originating from a single ancestor. We obtain asymptotically normal and/or con- 
sistent estimators for the following parameters of the process: the growth rate, its 
right eigenvector, the probability of extinction, the asymptotic variances of Becker’s 
i 1977) and Asmussen and Keiding’s (1978) growth rate estimators, the age of the 
process. With the exception of the estimator for the asymptotic variance of Becker’s 
estimator, which is based on the successive generation sizes only, these estimators 
are based on a sample intermediate between Becker’s scheme and Asmussen and 
Keiding’s full information sampling. 
Processus Autoregressifs Generaux 
Paul Doukhan, Universitk de Rouen, Frame 
Un tel processus (X,, 1 A valeurs dans R” est donn6 par un entier k, une fonction 
f’: (52” Ik +!I” (continue et bornt!e), par un bruit (F,, ) (suite de variables i.i.d.) et par 
la relation 
X ,~.~ti--f~X,,~Ir.-~.X,,+k~+C,,. 
Le processus I’,, = (X,,, ,, . . . , X,, +k+,) est alors Markovien; le but de ce travailest 
d’estimc.- la loi limite de Y,, ainsi que la fonction f au vu des observations. Des 
estimateurs g noyaux, non paramktriques, donnent alors des vitesses de convergence 
des risques quadratiques et int6grCs sur une partie de I’espace de l’ordre de 
II “I’ ‘k”‘. De tels risques paraissent optimaux. On etudie ensuite la validit pratique 
des r&hats de convergence g I’aide de simulations. Enfin on &die la relation 
qui existc. si k = 1, entre les mesures invariantes par f et la mcsure limite du 
processus. 
Cadre d’itude pour des Modkles Non liniaires 
n. Guegan 
A partir de la prisentation d’un certain nombre de propriett$ probabilistes du 
proccssus non IinCairc (S,) (appclt? de fait processus bilin6aire) r6gi par I’equation: 
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X, = LzX,_ZE,.- I + E, oh (~0 est une suite de variables alitatoires independantes 
gaussiennes centrkes, nous montrons comment les techniques hilbertiennes sont 
insuffisantes pour Etude de ce type de modeles. 
On peut alors envisager d’Ctudier ces mod2les dans un cadre plus large, celui 
des chaos de Wiener. Dans ce cadre IB nous proposons un essai de: classification 
des processus englobant les processus 1inCaires et bilinkaires. Nous nous interessons 
principalement aux notions de processus Gguliers, singuliers, processus d’innova- 
tions. 
Estimation and Reconstruction for Binary Markov Processes 
Alan F. Karr, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 
Given a Markov process X with state space (0, l}, we treat parameter estimation 
for the transition intensities and state estimation, i.e. reconstruction by means of 
conditional expectations, of unobserved portions of the <;smple path, based on 
various forms of partial observation of the process. Suitable parameter estimators 
are shown to be strongly consistent and asymptostically normal. State estimators 
are computed explicitly and represented in recursive form. Observation mechanisms 
include regular samples with time jitter, Poisson sa:mples with state 0 unobservable, 
temporally averaged observations, and observation of a random time change of 
the underlying process. In all cases the law of the observability process may be 
partly unknown. The problem of state estimation using estimated parameters is 
also examined. 
About Linear and Bilinear Stochastic Differential Equations 
A. le Breton, Lnboratoire I.M.A.G. B.P. 53X-38041 Grenoble C&iex, France 
We are concerned with a multidimensional differential model for stochastic 
processes in continuous time of the following form 
cW,=[A,,(rIX,+a,,(t)]dr+ i [A,(r)X,+aj(t)]dW:; 
i 1 
I 3 0; .Y,, = X(O), 
where W=(W’,..., W” )’ is a standard brownian motion in iRd and Ai (resp. q) 
are matrix (resp. vector) valued deterministic functions satisfying suitable condi- 
tions. Such so-called bilinear or general linear models including the usual linear 
case have been considered in continuous time stochastic systems theory. 
Here we are interested both in structural properties and statistical analysis of 
the model: 
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Using a method similar to that of [l] for linear systems, the mean and covariance 
functions of the process are computed. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 
second-order stationarity are provided. A linear representation of the state process 
with respect to a wide-sense Wiener process is obtained. 
The problem of filtering is investigated. The equations for the optimal linear 
filter are derived. The problem of parameter estimation in view of the observation 
of one trajectory of the process is considered in the case when the system is 
autonomous. The maximum likelihood method provides consistent and asymptoti- 
cally normally distributed estimates for the drift parameters when the process 
is ergodic. The case when the process is not cyrgodic is discussed in the linear 
model. 
Reference 
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Asymptotique des Modeles avec Rupture 
Dominique Picard, Universitu’d’Orsay, Frarlce 
On etudiera ici le comportement des mCthodes de vraisemblance dans les modeles 
statistiques quand intervient un brutal changement au tours de I’expCrience 
Imaladie, crisc &nomique . . .). Plus pr&isCment on se posera deux types de 
probl~mcs: 
( 1) Au vue d’une sirie d’observations, dCcider s’il y a cu ou non changement. 
(2) Si on sait qu’il y a eu changement en dCterminer les paramktres (instant, 
amplitude). 
A travers I’exemple des m6thodes de vraisemblance, dans Ie cas d’observations 
indipendantes, on montrera que le paramktre ‘instant de rupture’ poss?de un 
comportoment statistique tr6.s particulier, d’une part parce qu’il violc les conditions 
dc r6pularit6 minimales g6nCralement requises, d’autre part, du fait de sa liaison 
trl;s partic&rc avec le paramtitre amplitude de la rupture. 
LCS r&It:.:% s’ohticnnent h partir d’un Principe d’lnvariance sur la suite des 
processus dcs rapports de vraisemblance qui g&Gralise Ic r6sultat d’lbrapimov- 
Hashminsky: I’analyse fine du comportement de cctte suite processus, permet 
d’opbrer une renormalisation des tests de vraisemhlance traditionnels dont le niveau 
n’itait pas approximable; elle permet de plus de ‘reparametriser’ le modkle en 
prCsence d’une rupture pour evaluer la loi asymptotique globale des paramtttres 
du chan~!cment. 
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2.5. Point processes 
23 
Life Distribution Properties of Devices Subject to a L&y Wear Process 
M. Abdel-Hameed, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, NC 
Assume that a device is subject to wear. Over time the wear is assumed to be a 
one-sided Levy process (X,). Suppose the device has a threshold X’ with right-tail 
probability c. Let 5 be the failure time of the device and F’ be its survival probability 
given that Xn = x. It is shown that life distribution properties of G are inherited as 
corresponding properties of F’ for each x E R,. Optima1 replacement policies for 
such devices are discussed for suitably chosen cost functions u-hen the failure rate 
of G is bounded and continuous a.e. 
Poisson Statistics in Random Graphs 
A.D. Barbour, Gonville and Caitrs College, Cambridge, U.K. 
Many statistics of a large sparse classical random graph are known approximately 
to follow a Poisson distribution. Here, motivated by a problem in statistical epi- 
demiology, a method is discussed whereby such results can be 
with less restrictive structure than the classical random graphs. 
A Rank Test For Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes 
David McDonald, Unioersiiy of Ottawa, Canada 
extended to graphs 
Consider y independent replications {N,(t), OS t G l}:‘=, a simple point process. 
Given that for i = 1,. . . , q, Ni( 1) = n,, we can define Ri, i, to be rank of the jth 
arrival time of process Nj where the ranking is done among the n, t n2 + - . + + rzq = n 
arrival times. lf the N, are nonhomogeneous Poisson processes these ranks are 
those obtained by randomly allocating the integers { 1, . . . , n} into groups of {ni}Yz I 
and then reordering each group into increasing order. The jth largest in group i 
thus has rank Ri,,,. 
Since we may take q -,a~ but the n, are small a new statistic is defined to test 
for this randomness: 
The mean and variance of this rank statistic are calculated. Tables are given for 
small values of q. FinalIy a test for the class of nonhomogeneous Poisson processes 
is given. 
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The asymptotic normality of 3 is established using a martingale difference 
argument. 
Negative Binomial Point Processes: Structure and Related Topics 
G. Gregoire, University of Grenoble, France 
The purpose of this talk is to construct a particular class of point processes and 
to investigate its properties. The idea is to construct point processes, on a rather 
general space X, for which all finite-dimensional distributions are usual negative 
binomial finite-dimensional distributions. Firstly, using an urn model, WC Cc%truct 
mixed sample processes with the required property and we point out that there is 
in fact a more general class of point processes which enjoys this property. The 
distributions, denoted by BN(r, V) where v is the intensity measure and r a positive 
parameter, appear to be mixed Poisson processes distributions. 
By use of direct methods, we derive all the f.d. distributions, we observe that 
BN(r, V) is an infinitely divisible distribution and give its canonical representation. 
Studying conditioning properties, we show that, for a point process 6, BN(r, 1; I- 
distributed, similar results hold for conditional distributions given t(B) = k and for 
Palm Probabilities. Generalizing a well-known convergence result we prove that, 
when rliyh converges to v, BN(rk, vk) converges to the Poisson processes distribution 
with intensity measure V. 
Examples in the case X = R, R +, R’ are presented, the properties of the stationary 
BN(,, V\ are scrutcnized, and cluster representations are given. 
Finally, wc study some statistical questions as filtering in the case X = R’. 
Processus Ponctuels et (Pre)Visibiliti 
P.C.T. \:.d. Hoeven, Sd~f~~crtlteit U’isktd~*, QUL. Ntded~tt~ti 
011 connait la theotic, qui m&e au compensateur prtivisible [I] (Filtration, tribu 
prkvisible. thkortime de section privisible, mesures aIt_atoires prCvisibles, projection 
prt!tAble et prdvisible dualc. expression iimite pour lc compensateur). 
D’autrc part on sait, qu’on peut dt3inir I’intensitC conditionnelle d’un processus 
ponctucl sur un cspacc LCD quelconque comme une limite [A] et que sous 
c.crtaines conditions ccllc-ci t’st I’uniquc mesurc alt3~ltoire qui satisfait unc 
L;qua;.ion intcgrale [ 31. 
II se trouvc clue I’intcnsitc conditionnelle et Ie compensateur prt3isiblc sc 
resscmblent beaucoup. Cette analogie sera mise en clart6 et utilisie pour introduire 
I;\ notion de visibilitc [2] pour dcs processus ponctuels sur un espace LCD: Si l’on 
cltitinit Ii1 tribu visible et des mesures aEatc)iws visibles un theoreme de section 
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visible et la projection visible de processus entrainent I’existence d’une projection 
visible duale, qui n’est autre que I’in?ensitC conditionnelle. 
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‘Duality’ Relations for Stationary Semi-Markov Risk and Queuing Models 
Jacques Janssen, lIthersit Libre de Bruxelles, BeI~ium 
For the semi-Markov model ir! risk and queuing theories, we introduce tI:e 
natural extension of the concept of stationarity in classical models (i.e. the passage 
of a renewal process to a general stationary renewal process for the arrivals). 
It is shown that some interesting relations can be obtained between positive 
capital risk models using a new concept of duahty called *-duality. 
Numerical Results for Many-Server Queues 
J.H.A. de Smit, Twente Unicmity of Technology, Tile Ncthcrhds 
We discuss a numerica factorization technique which may be applied to a large 
class of stochastic models. The method is described in more detail for the many- 
server queue with hyper-exponential service times. 
A computer program has been written for GI(Nz(s. We report about the perform- 
ance of this program and the results it has yielded. 
Asymptotic Theorems for the Effect of Superpositions of Markov-Modulated 
Poisson Processes on Single-Server Queues 
David Y. Burman and Donald R. Smith, Bctl LriSorutotics, Holmkl, NJ 
Suppose that the ‘burstiness’ of an arrival stream is measured in the following 
manner: compute the expected delay of a customer in .I single server queue offered 
the given traffic and divide by the expected delay of the single server queue offered 
Poisson traffic of the same average rate. We show how (in either light or heavy 
traffic\ to relate the burstintiss of superposed tratfic to the hurstiness of the sources. 
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Distributional Coupling and Time Dependent Regenerative Processes 
Hermann Thor&on, Chaltners University of Technology, Goreborg, Snpeden 
A distributional coupling concept is defined for continuous time stochastic pro- 
cesses with a general state space, and applied to processes having a certain non-time- 
homogeneous regeneration property: regeneration occurs at random times $1, 
Sl, . . . forming an increasing Markov chain, the post-S, process is conditionally 
independent of St, . . . , S,,_, given S,,, and the conditional distribution is indepen- 
dent of ~1. The coupling problem is reduced to an investigation of the regeneration 
times So, S 1, . . . , and a successful coupling is constructed under the condition that 
the recurrence times S,, + I -S,, given that S,, = s, s E [O, OO), are stochastically domi- 
nated by a random variable with finite first moment, and that the distributions 
R, (A I= WC, i I -S, E A 1 S,, = s), s E [O, a), have a common component which is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (or aperiodic when the 
S,, :s are lattice-v4ued). This yields results on the tendency to forget initial condi- 
tions, as time tends to infinity. In particular, results on the tendency towards 
equilibrium are obtained, provided the post-S,, process is independent of S,,. The 
theorems proved cover uniform convergence of distributions, means and intensity 
measures. Uniform convergence rates are also obtained, under moment conditions 
on the R, :s and the times of the first regeneration. 
Formule de It6 pour Certains Proccssus Index& par une Partie de R” 
Marie-France Allain, Utziwrsirc de RP~I~~s I. Frmre 
Pour certains processus X index&s par une partic de R”, il est possible de definir 
dcs processus X’” ‘, k J; 1 . . . ttl auxquels sont associCes des mesures stochastiques, 
de telle sorte que, pour T = ]O, 0 1, X continu et nul sur les axes, J’E %R,, on ait une 
formule dc It6: 
A kbmartingale ‘rype Inequality with Applications to Stochastic 
Evolution Equations 
On a fixed time interval [0, T] we consider j,,i.,r U:@,, (cl, 1 dbf,iw ). wherg $2 is a 
square !ntegrahle martingale with values in a Hilbert space K, ‘D,(w) suitable 
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operators from K to If, another Hilbert space, and Ui is a mild evolution operator 
on H. Under the assumption that there is a /3 2 0 such that jIL/.~ll,YztH,~eP” ~ we 
prove a submartingale type inequality for that integral. As applications we show 
that it has a continuous version, if M has, or cadlag if M is cadlag, and we prove 
that it is stable under some additional assumption on U.:. Finally we obtain an 
existence and uniqueness theorem for an SPDE. 
Key words: stochastic evolution equation, mild solution, sample path continuity, 
stability of the integral. 
On Coupling of Diffusion Processes 
Torgny Lindvall, CMmers Ulioersiry, SW&H 
Since the paths of diffusions are continuous, the coupling method is well fitted 
to be used in the study of one-dimensional such processes. Let Q,(t), 0, (t) be the 
- 11 denotes total variation norm. 
The Stability Diagram of Linear Stochastic Systems 
I_. Arnold, H. Crauel and V. Withstutz, Umhmitiit Bremerz, Gennarz) 
Let .\: = A(r Ix be a linear stochastic system with d xd-matrix valued stationary 
and ergodic diffusion process A(r). Let A = lim,,, (l/f) lo&(r)] be the (uniquely 
determined) Lyapunov number of the system measuring its degree of stability. We 
aim at clarifying the dependence of A on the systematic and statistical parameters 
of the system (stability diagram), using methods of asymptotic analysis of stochastic 
differ:antial equations. 
In particular, we investigate how the Lyapunov number of the random oscillator 
i: + 2pf -e ((* +E(r)))* = 0 depends on the damping parameter /3 and the noise 
intonsitycr’ = Et’. It is knclwn that due to the noise the undamped rar;dom oscillator 
is nor even marginally stable, but always unstable (A :> 0). However, by turning on 
the noise to a certain degree one can improve the stability property of the system 
(i.e. lower A 1, if-in the damped case-8 is not too small, or-in r-he undamped 
case-c is not too large. 
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2.7. General theory of processes 
Markov Properties of Processes with Two-Dimensional Parameter 
Markus Dozzi, Unioersity of Berne, Switzerland 
Markov properties of stochastic processes (X2; 2 E I) with I = Iw2 or L’ are 
considered. Emphasis is on two-parameter analogies of the local Markov property 
(( Y, ; to < I < I,) conditionally independent of ( Y, ; t -=c 10 or t > tl) given ( Y,,,, Y,, )) for 
processes ( I’,; t E R). Relations with the Markov properties of two-parameter pro- 
cesses alre;;;dy investigated are given. The stationary Gaussian processes, atisfying 
a local Markov property, are characterized. 
Quelques Resultats sur les Variations de Champs Gaussiens Stationnaires a Indice 
dans IL!*. Application a I’ldentification 
Xavier Guyon, Unicrrsit4’de Paris-Sad, Frame 
Soit X un champ gaussien stationnaire sur W’. Alors que pour un processw. i 
temps riel on ne dispose en gros que d’une seule variation, on disposera pour X 
d’un plus grand nombre de variations dipendant de param$tres auxiliaires control- 
ables: variation produit sur deux droites paral@les distantes de d, variation quad- 
ratique sur un axe faisant un angle (Y un axe de rCf&ence, variation superficierle 
sur unc grille de rapport A (A est le rapport des c6t& des rectangles Clementaires 
dc la grille). Les limites dans L’ de telles variations sont ktudiees, leur comportement 
6tant 1% ti celui de la covariance de X B l’origine. Ces variations se r&%lent 6tre 
un bon outit pour I’identification de modkles paramktriques de champs sur R’. 
Some Results in Stochastic Riemannian Geometry 
Wilfrid S. Kendall, Ut~iwrsit\~ of Hr~ll, UK 
In [ 11 there is a description, and in [2] a rigorous proof, of a probabilistic version 
of a theorem of Goldberg, Ishihara, and Petridis. The theorem generalizes Picard’s 
little theorem to the context of Riemannian manifolds and harmonic maps. The 
probabilistic version uses Brownian motion. 
Other applications of these methods provide nice proofs of a generalised 
Liouville’s theorem. and of existence of limiting direction for Brownian motion on 
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a 2-dimensional manifold of negative curvature with extremely weak conditions 
on the curvature. These further applications are discussed. 
References 
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Transformees de Burkholder et Sommabilite de Martingales a Deux Parametres 
M. Ledoux, Universite’ de Strasbourg, France 
Nous presenterons dans cet exposC quelques r&ultats sur les transformkes de 
Burkholder de martingales bidimensionnelles, dont le suivant: toute martingale B 
deux paramhtres dont la variation quadratique est intkgrable converge presque 
Girement ainsi que toutes ses transform&es de Burkholder. Ce r&hat est une 
condquence c?e l‘extension bidimensionnelle de certaines in6galitCs de Burkholdzr 
reliant une ,nartingale h sa variation quadratique. Une applicalion aux semi- 
martingales B deux indices sera donnee. 
Remarks on the Regularity of Two-Parameter Processes 
Ely Merzbach, Bar-Ilan University, Israel 
Conditions for a two-parameter stochastic process to possess regular paths are 
much more difficult to realize than in the one parameter case. Tools for the resolution 
of this problem are: the notion of random increasing path and a generalization of 
the optional stopping theorem which allow one to study the processes on these 
random paths and to make use of results in one-parameter process theory. The 
most interesting class of processes which has a property of regularity or continuity 
is the class which possesses a martingale property. However, if we introduce the 
partiai order induced by the Cartesian coordinates, a submartingale, even if bounded, 
does not have right-continuous modification, except under very stringent assump- 
tions on the filtration. In order to achieve regularity for almost every trajectory, 
we require a supplementary condition-either a condition on the conditional 
variation of the process, or by decomposition and approximate laplacian. Different 
kinds of quasimartingales and potentials are surveyed and studied and the relation 
between the regularity of a quasi-martingale and the continuity of the associated 
integrable variation is proved. 
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On the Distribution of a Double Stochastic Integral 
D. Nualart, Universitut de Barcelona, Spain 
Let {W(z 1, z E T}, T - [0, l]“, be a Wiener process with a two-dimensional 
parameter. Denote by D the set 
{(z,Z’)ETxT:z =(x,J~), z’=(x’, y’),x~x’and y>y’}. 
It6”s differentiation formula states that 
:(W:, -l)=jTWdW+]Tjrl&WdW. 
Contrarily to what happe:;s in the one-parameter case, we cannot attain from this 
expression the distribution of the random variables K = ST W d W and J = 
I.rfl. 1 n d W d W. In this paper we discuss the common law of these variables. 
First, we compute the eigenvalues {pk}?_ 1 of the symmetric kernel i( In{=, :‘I+ 
l,,(r’, z)), and J has the law of the sum xz=, C(k(Zi -l), where Zk is a sequence 
of i.i.d. standard normal variables. In addition, the characteristic function of J is 
e 
ir/4 
f 
ii 
it -1 117 
k -1 cos (2k - I)77 ) ( 
ir ) . 
(2k - 1)77 
If {X ‘I l I), I E [O, I 1, I1 2 1) and { Y”(r), t E [0, 17, !I 2 1) are two independent infinite 
dimensional Brownian motions, the sequence 
converges weakly to the process I,(,,, x((,,, I W’ d W. This result provides a method to 
evaluate the moments of K, and to exhibit a martingale array hating this non- 
symmetric limit distribution. 
Bilateral Approach to Killing of Markov Process 
Michael Taksar, Srmford LJnJuwit~~, CA 
Ciivcn a Markov process X in the state space E, we can construct a new process 
K 1X 1 on any good subset D cf E, killing the original process at the first time it 
exits D. But stationarity of the process is lost under such a transformation. 
We study another operation Q, which transforms a stationary Markov process 
X ca Markov process under a stationary distribution and with time parameter set 
l,-~, +a[ i in the space E into a process of the rame type with a state space D c E. 
Rut unlike the initial process X, the process 3(X1 has random birth and death 
times. and the corresponding measure in the space of paths can be infnite. The 
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transition probabilities of the process Q(X) are equal to those of K(X); and the 
one-dimensional distributions of O(X) and X are equal on D. But in contrast to 
K, the operation Q is invariant under time reversal. 
The most interesting is the inverse problem: for a given stationary Markov process 
Y in the space D to construct a conservative stationary Markov process in space 
E 2 D such that Q(X j = Y. This is solved and as a corollary we have the following 
result. 
If T, is a contraction semigroup and v is finite excessive measure then there exists 
a conservative semigroup P t 2 T, and v is invariant with respect o T,. 
On Double Stochastic Integration 
W.A. Woyczynski, Clmeland, OH441 15 
We study random integrals of the form jjf(x, r)M(dx)Af(dy) where A4 is either 
a Brownian motion or a stable process. The structure of associated product random 
measure is investigated. The results extend earlier work of Kac and Siegert, Varberg 
and others and are related to the study of infinite quadratic forms in random 
variables. It is a joint work of J. Szulga, j. Rosinski and the author (or some 
combination thereof ). 
2.8. Filrrring ami stochastic control 
Optimal control of Markov Processes 
Arie Hordijk, Unicarsity of Leidcn, The Netherlands 
Firstly we consider Markov decision chains with a denumerable state space and 
compact metric action spaces. 
We assume the usual continuity properties of the immediate costs and of the 
transition probabilities. In [2] the existence of a finite solution to the average cost 
optimality equations and the existence of an average cost optimal stationary policy 
was shown for the case where the underlying Markov chains have a single ergodic 
set. In this paper we generalize both results to the multichain case. A counter- 
example shows that for the multichain case the simultaneous Doeblin condition 
[3] is not sufficient. However, the continuity of the ergodic potential suffices. 
Under this assumption the Markov decision problem can also be solved for more 
sensitive optimality criteria as bias- and Backwell-optimality. Secondly we will 
sketch how the previous rescrlts can be extended to more general optimal control 
models. Special attention will be paid to Markov decision drift processes ([4]). 
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To conclude we remark that in [l] and [4] only existence results for optimal 
policies are derived. However, for the computation of optimal policies the stronger 
result of the existence of finite solutions of the o;ltimality equations is necessary. 
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Some Filtering Problems for Counting Observations in Software Reliability 
G. Koch, Urriuersity of Rome, Italy 
P.J.C. Spreij, Twerlte University, The Netherlands 
In order to obtain a comprehensive framework to software reliability problems 
[l] martingale theory is applied. Then the error and failure processes are modelled 
as jump processes. Several filtering problems are now formulated which in most 
cases lead to a finite dimensional solution. Some examples are given. 
Conditional densities thereby obtained, may be used for maximum likelihood 
estimation and computing various reliability measures [2]. 
References 
[I] B. Littlewood, Theories of Software rcliabilit): How good are they and how can they he improved. 
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Equation de Filtrage pour des Processus a Valeurs Distributions 
H. Korezlioglu et C. Martias, CNET/PAA/n TR/MTI, Frarm 
Le tiltrage des processus ti valeurs dans des espaces de dimension infinie a kt6 
consider6 dans I?], [3], (41 etc., dans le cadre des processus B valeurs hilbertienires. 
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On se propose de I’btudier ici pour des processus B valeurs distributions. Dans ce 
but, on Ctend I’indgration stochastique d&loppCe dans [5] au cas des processus 
B valeurs opkrateurs par rapport g un mouvement brownien B vale;rs distributions. 
Les th6ori2mes de Girsanov et de representation sont aussi considCr6s pour I’obten- 
tion de I’dquation de filtrage non-liniaire. Le moditle Ctudik est similaire & celui 
de [l] dans le cas des processus de dimension finie. Les r&hats peuvent Ctre 
utilis& pour le filtrage des processus B deux indices. 
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Stability of Optimal Stopping and Optimal Replacement Problems 
Joseph E. Quinn, University of North Carolina at Charlotte, NC 
A typical optimal stopping problem can be viewed as a triple IX. c. .M) where 
X is a Markov process with state space (E, &Y), g E g and A4 is a class of Markov 
times. For E 2 0, the ~-optimal problem is to find a stopping time 7, such that 
E”g(XTV) a ?rxg(x) - E where 7rxg(x) = s~p,,~E’g(X,). Problems of this type often 
arise in connection with Markov decision processes. In particular, recent work has 
been done on various optimal replacement models whose cost minimization prob- 
lems can be translated into associated optimal stopping problems. 
It is trivial to construct examples of families of stopping problems (X”, ;;‘, A4 ), 
a E [0, l), such that, in one reasonable sense of convergence, X” -X’! as (Y + 0, 
but such that nearly optimal times for ‘close’ X” are not nearly optimal for X” 
and vice versa. In these examples the state spaces are even finite. 
In this work, metrics on appropriate classes of processes are defined with respect 
to which it is reasonable to discuss ‘he stability of optimal stopping and optimal 
replacement problems. Among those processes shown to be stable are those with 
a finite state space, the one and two dimensional Brownian motion and the classical 
symmetric and nonsymmetric random walks on the integers. An example is given 
of an unstable process. 
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On Sequential Bayesian and Minimax Decision Problems based on the Observation 
of Stochastic Processes 
R. Rhiel, Universitiir Marburg, Lahnberge, West Germany 
For a large class of sequential decision problems in continuous time the problem 
of finding an optimal sequential decision procedure is reduced to an optimal stopping 
problem for a certain stochastic process (X,). The form of the process (X,) involves 
integrals over the parameter space 0. Appropriate conditions yield the existence 
of an optimal stopping time for the process X. Some theoretic problems in the 
construction of the general Bayesian model and of the process X are pointed out 
(e.g. existence of the posterior distribution in the sequential case; regularity of 
semimartingales). The following observation processes are studied: (1) continuous 
semimartingales, (ii) some semimartingales with Gaussian martingale part (e.g. 
Gaussian Markovian processes), (iii) multivariate point processes (e.g. compound 
Doisson processes, queuing processes), (iv) generalized Gamma processes, (t) multi- A 
nomial processes in discrete time. .4 ciosed form of the process (X,) can be derived 
if conjugate priors and appropriate but rather general loss functions are used. Then 
an optimal stopping time always exists. In special cases the optimal stopping time 
can be given explicitly. In those cases also an optimal sequential Minimax procedure 
can be obtained. 
Instantaneous Control of Brownian Motion 
J. Michaci Harrison and Michael I. Taksar, Stanford Uniwrsiry, Bnltimore, ML, 
A controller continuously monitors a storage system, such as an inventory or 
bank account, whose content Z = {Z,, r T= 0) fluctuates as a (p, a”) Brownian motion 
in the absence of control. Holding costs are incurred continuously at r&e It(Z,). 
At any time, the controller may instantaneously increase the content of the system, 
incurring a proportiorlal cost of r times the size of the increase, or decrease the 
content at a cost of 1 times the size of the decrease. We consider the case where 
11 is convex on a finite interval [cr. 01 and Iz = ce outside this interval. The objective 
is (.o minimize the expected discounted sum of holding costs and control costs over 
an infinite planning horizon. 
It is shown tha.t there exists an optimal control limit policy. characterized by two 
parameters ~1 and f! (tr cr c1 <h 5 pi. Roughly speaking, this policy exerts the 
minimum amounts of control sufficient to keep Z, E [a, b] for ali I a 0. Put another 
way, the optimal control limit policy imposes on Z a lower reflecting barrier at a 
and an upper reflecting barrier at h. The cumulative control is the local time at the 
reflecting harriers. 
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Markov Decision Processes, Time-Discretization 
N. van Dijk, University of Leiden, The Netherlands 
Consider a continuous-time Markov decision process IS, XR(S Ii, co with 
infinitesimal operator A,, under decision u and with R a Markov po icy. A costrate 
function f (s, x, 14 ) is given. 
To derive approximations and structure of optimal expected costs and policies 
the method of time-discretization will be applied. 
For that, by means of discrete-time generators At under decision II and policy 
Rk = R, a kth discrete-time markov decision process c jk I, XRI, c jk ’ )I, o,1,2. is 
constructed. 
Approximation lemmas are given, which require for k ’ + 0 convergence condi- 
tions for the discrete-time generators, to show convergence of semigroups, corre- 
sponding to transition probabilities, and of expected costs. Moreover, they provide 
convergence bounds and allow for compact convergence conditions, hence extend- 
ing results known previously. 
Random Walks on Finite Groups: Probabilistic Techniques and 
Card-Shuffling Examples 
David J. Unicersitp of Caiifornin, Berkeley, CA 
The asymptotic theory of random walks on finite groups G is well understood. 
We discuss some features of the nonasymptotic behavior: 
How large must. II be ro make the transition probabilities p:I:’ approximately 
uniform’? 
What are the first hitting time distributions? 
How long does the random walk take to visit every state? 
The informal idea of ?he time for p:I:’ to approach uniformity’ can be formalised 
as a parameter 7, which can be estimated by coupling techniques. We illustrate 
with examples of random card-shuffling. These examples have the property 
(*) is small to # 
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For any random walk define R to be the mean number of visits to the initial state 
before time T. If #G is large and (*) holds, several features of the random walk 
involve essentially only R : 
From the uniform start, the first hitting time on a state has approximately the 
exponential distribution, mean R # G. 
The time to visit all states is approximately R # G log( # G). 
In the card-shuffling examples, R can be estimated using exponential martingales. 
Resource Depending Branching Processes 
F. Thomas Bruss, Facultds Universitaires N.D. de la Paix, Namur, Belgium 
We shall investigate a population model where the individuals’ survival until the 
age of reproduction depends on the amount of resources they inherit from their 
ancestors. 
Consider a population starting with Z. individuals which create a certain environ- 
ment of resources, a resource space R ,,, say. Each offspring is supposed to need a 
random stock of resources to be able to develop until the age of fertility. If it 
cannot receive it, then it will emigrate without leaving offspring. Those who stay 
in the population will form the first generation (# = Z,), they create a new resource 
space R, and so on. The reproduction law of those who stay will be the same for 
all generations. The individual needs will be i.i.d. random variables within each 
fixed generation but may depend on the generation as well as on the available 
resource space. 
We are primarily interested to know how many resources each generation has 
to provide for its children such that the process may survive forever. We shall 
distinguish between the case where children can profit from the whole resource 
space left by the preceding generation and the case where they are confined to 
their father’s heritage. 
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(well-known) result: 
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I.L.L. lim sup 
Xl 
n -+JCI J2n log log n 
= I a.s. 
If we perturb the preceding transition probabilities with asymptotic damping i.e. 
pi=; (l+Fi) and Ei= A/i +0(1/i) (i --, +cQ), then we show that the I.L.L. is 
unchanged if A ~0. When A SO, we can only prove that the lim sup is smaller 
than 1. Our methods of investigation are based on Fourier analysis deriving from 
Gegenbauer’s polynomials and they can be applied to a large class of Markov 
chains on N for which we give the C.L.T. and the I.L.L. 
Transport de Particules dans un Fluide Turbulent 
. J. Gani et P. Todorovic. Unircrsiry of Kentucky, KY 
On etudie le transport de particules solides dans un li:lide turbulent qui s’&oule 
dans un bassin, en utilisant le mod&le d’une randonnke lleatoire. On peut obtenir 
quelques formules g&&ales pour les probabilitCs de s6 iimentation et de sortie de 
ces particules, et aussi quelques resultats dans le cas oti 11 ur mouvement est toujours 
non-negatif. On demontre que I’identitC de Wald donne quelques r&rltats 
approximatifs pour ces probabilitCs. On obtient finale nent des formules pour les 
probabilitPs de sedimentation dans diverses positions du fond du bassin. 
Periodically Varying Branching Processes 
Peter Jagers and Olle Nerman, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden 
Consider a supercritical general branching process @here the distribution of the 
birth process of an individual depends upon the chronological time in a perio,dic 
manner, say with period 1 {or 24 h). This situation occurs in several biological 
populations. 
Under decent conditions it is shown that as time passes the population composi- 
tion stabilizes around ;I periodically varykg, but otherwise stable limit structure. 
The argument has three steps. First the existence is established of a generalized 
Pcrron-Frobenius root and the corresponding eigen-functions. Then by use of a 
periodic renewal argument the asymptotics of the expected population is deduced. 
Finally matringale and law-of-large-numbers arguments yield the asymptotics of 
the branching process itself. 
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The Stable Pedigrees of Critical Branching Population 
Olle Nerman, Chalmers Uniwrsity of Technology, Sweden 
In “The stable doubly infinite pedigree process of supercritical branching popula- 
tion”, by this author and Peter Jagers, the concept of an ego-centered doubly 
infinite pedigree space corresponding to a branching life space was introduced 
together with the stable pedigree process, arising as the limit when sampling of an 
ego is performed among all those born up to time t in a supercritical branching 
process and t + 00. Further, the stable pedigree processes corresponding to sampling 
among certain subpopulations, e.g. the population of those alive, were given. 
Consider now a critical branching process. Suppose that the life spans have finite 
expectations. Then we shall define the stable pedigree measure p corresponding 
to sampling among those alive, and show that this measure arises as the conditional 
limit (III several senses) when sampling of an ego is performed among those alive 
at time t, given non-extinction before t: and t +01). 
A Class of Transformations 
Rousseau-Egele, Lahoratoire de Prohahilitbs L. A. No. SOS du CNRS, B.P. No. 25A. 
35031 Rennes Cedex, France 
Pour une classe de transformations 
trons un thiorkme de la limite locale 
fonction Q variation bornee. 
dilantantes de l’intervalle unit& nous mon- 
pour les processus (f 0 T” )tce59, 0iI1 f est une 
Nous monotons d’autre part que la vitesse dans le tht2ortime de la limite centrale 
est l/J;. 
Random Limit Theorems for Random Walks Conditioned to Stay Positive 
D. Szynal, Mathematical Institute UAKS, Lublin, Poland 
Let (X,, k Z= 1) be a sequence of independent identically distributed random 
variables with EXI = 0, EXi = a’< i;lc, and let {N,,, Iz 3 l), No = 0 as. be a sequence 
of integer-valued random variables. Form the random walk (SI\;,$. u w 1) by setting 
St, = 0 and S,%” = X, +X2 + . . e + Xx,,, n 2 1. We investigate the limit behaviour of 
I’[&,, <: .rfl g’N, 1 s, > 0, SJ > Il. . . . , s&-,, > O]. 
